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through an Information Theory Perspective” by Aronne Dell’Oca, Monica Riva and Al-
berto Guadagnini (https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2019-628).

Dear Editor:

We appreciate the efforts that you and Dr. Ralf Loritz have invested in our manuscript.
We here detail the actions we envision to address Dr. Ralf Loritz’s comments and
inputs. Please, find below an item by item list whereas our envisioned actions are in-
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dicated in plain font, to distinguish them from the Reviewer’s comments (in italic). Our
revised manuscript will be uploaded at a later stage, following closure of the discus-
sions phase.

Summary and Recommendation

In this manuscript (MS), the authors use a series of different methods taken from infor-
mation theory to estimate and compare the information content of different permeability
measurements of two geological settings. Overall, the MS is structure and written in a
clear manner. In addition, the general idea behind the study is interesting and of rele-
vance for the potential readers of HESS. We thank Dr. Ralf Loritz for his appreciation
of our work. However, I have to admit that I was a bit surprised because I could not find
a scientific discussion in the entire MS. While there a few interpretations of the results
in section 4 there is not a single reference after page 7 neither a discussion.

We thank Dr. Loritz for his comment. We have added the following Discussion section
in the revised manuscript.

This left me with a lot of open questions like: How does your results link to the work
of Tidwell and other who used for instance geo-statistics on the same data set. Which
findings are new and could have not been drawn if you have used of more classical
statistical approaches instead of Information theory? We thank Dr. Ralf Loritz for his
comment. We will enhance the focus on the nature of the results of our analysis and
the one performed by Tidwell and Wilson (1999a, b), Lowry and Tidwell (2005), Riva
et al. (2013), Siena et al. (2012) and Tidwell and Wilson (2002).

Our discussion section includes the following text: ‘We recall that the focus of the
present study is the quantification of the information content and information shared
between pairs and triplets of datasets of air permeability observations associated with
diverse sizes of the measurement/support scale. We exemplify our analysis consid-
ering data collected across two different types of rocks, i.e., a Berea and a Topopah
sample, that are characterized by different degrees of heterogeneity. These datasets
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(or part of these) have been considered in some prior studies. Tidwell and Wilson
(1999a, b) and Lowry and Tidwell (2005) assess the impact of the size of the sup-
port/measurement scale on key summary one-point (i.e., mean and variance) and two-
points (i.e., variogram) statistics within the context of classical geostatistical methods
and evaluated kriging-based estimates of the underlying random fields. Siena et al.
(2012) and Riva et al. (2013) analyze the scaling behavior of the main statistics of
the log permeability data and of their increments (i.e., sample structure functions of
diverse orders), with emphasis on the assessment of power-law scaling behavior. On
these bases, Riva et al. (2013) conclude that the data related to the Berea sample
can be interpreted as observations from a sub-Gaussian random field subordinated to
truncated fractional Brownian motion or Gaussian noise. All of these studies focus on
(a) the geostatistical interpretation of the behavior displayed by the probability density
function (and key moments) of the data and their spatial increments and (b) the anal-
ysis of the skill of selected models to interpret the observed behavior of the main sta-
tistical descriptors evaluated upon considering separately data associated with diverse
measurement/support. Furthermore, Tidwell and Wilson (2002) analyzed the Berea
and Topopah datasets (considering separately data characterized by diverse support
scales) to assess possible correspondences between the permeability field and some
attributes of the rock samples determined visually through digital imaging and conclude
that image analysis can assist delineation of spatial permeability patterns. We remark
that in all of the studies mentioned above the datasets associated with a given support
(or measurement) scale are analyzed separately. Otherwise, we leverage on elements
of IT which allow a unique opportunity to circumvent limitations of linear metrics (e.g.,
Pearson correlation) and analyze the relationships (in terms of shared amount of in-
formation) between pairs (i.e., bivariate mutual information) or triplets (i.e., multivariate
mutual information) of variables.’

What are the merits of using Information Theory if most of your conclusions can be
drawn by looking at the pdfs in figure 3a.
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We thank Dr. Ralf Loritz for his comment and apologize for our lack of clarity. We refer
to these pdfs to show consistency with our results and findings related to the analysis
of the information shared between pairs and triplets of permeability datasets. These
cannot otherwise be drawn from the mere inspection of the pdfs in Fig. 3a. Our revised
manuscript includes the following text: ‘We also note that, even as visual inspection
of associated with diverse sizes of the support scale (see Figure 3a and Figure 3b for
the Berea and Topopah, respectively) can show that these probability densities can be
intuitively linked to the documented decrease of the corresponding Shannon entropies
with increasing (see Figure 3c and Section 4), it would be hard to readily infer from
such a visual comparative inspection the behavior of the bivariate (see Figure 3d) and
multivariate (see Figure 4) mutual information because these require (see Eq.s (2)-(8))
the evaluation of the joint probability mass functions.’

Given the nicely written introduction and the overall interesting topic of the MS I am
however very positive that the authors are able to re-work this MS in a way that it can
be published in HESS. For this, I believe, however, that a substantial amount of work
needs to be put in this MS before it can be published.

We thank Dr. Loritz for his appreciation of our work.

Major comment

No scientific discussion and comparison with other research.

We plan to add a Discussion section in the revised manuscript, where we will detail
comparison with prior research relying on these data according to our answer above.

Technical comments

Section 3.2 Implementation Aspect Line 247-269: Here, the authors chose a couple of
crucial parameters, which are in my opinion not all well justified. For instance, they use
a kernel density estimator to estimate their pdfs from their datasets. However, they give
not much details how they chose their related parameters, neither how changing them
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influences the results nor why they do this besides stating that: “This step enables us to
smooth and regularize the available finite datasets”. How do you know that you do not
smoothed out information that is of relevance? Furthermore, why do you chose 100
bins. Is this choice based on, for instance, the measurement uncertainties (physics;
e.g. Loritz et al. 2018) or on a statistical analysis (statistics; e.g. Gong et al. 2013)?
How do your results change if you only pick 50 bins? Remember that the bin width is
pretty much your a-priori assumption of similarity so you need to be careful here.

We thank Dr. Loritz for his comment. The revised manuscript will include additional
details on the selection of the parameter of the kernel density estimator (KDE) and
on the number of bins. In summary, we consider various values of the KDE param-
eter (i.e., width of the kernel) and bin number to ensure stability of results. We note
that evaluating the probability mass function directly from data led to unstable results,
mainly due to the limited extent of the available datasets. To circumvent this drawback,
we opt for a KDE approach to (a) infer the required pdfs and then (b) evaluate the
discretized probability mass function. We clarify this aspect in the revised manuscript
by adding the following text: ‘We inspect how the IT metrics described in Section 2
vary as a function of (i) the number of bins (i.e., we consider a number of 50, 75, 100,
and 125 bins for the discretization of the range of data variability) and (ii) the size of
the kernel bandwidth (which is varied within the range 0.1 - 0.4) employed in the KDE
routine (see Supplementary Material SM1-3 for additional details). This analysis high-
lights a weak dependence of the values of the investigate IT metrics on the number
of bins and on the size of the bandwidth employed in the Kernel Density Estimator
(KDE) procedure. However, the overall patterns of these metrics remain substantially
unaffected. This leads us to use 100 bins and a kernel bandwidth equal to 0.3. Note
that we consistently employ this binning for the evaluation of all metrics introduced in
Section 2. Additional details on the impact of the number of bins and on the size of the
kernel bandwidth will be provided as Supplementary Material.

Line 83: Well, again you need to choose your bin width, which is a strong a-priori
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assumption.

We will point out this aspect in the revised manuscript where we write: We observe that
within an IT approach the selection of a bin size is an a priori choice (see, e.g., Gong et
al., 2014; Loritz et al., 2018) the influence of which should be properly assessed (see
Section 4 and Supplementary Materia1).

Line 106: Information is always about something. Please be more specific here.

Our revised text now reads: ‘we leverage on such a unique and truly multiscale datasets
to address research questions such as “How much information about the natural loga-
rithm of (normalized) gas permeabilities is lost as the support scale increases?”.’

Line 155: The formula is correct but rather uncommon in this form.

We adopt this format to emphasize the concept of information, i.e., , as its interpretation
as a degree of surprise. We will abide by the Editor on this element.

Line 162: The nature of the Shannon entropy does not change if you use nats, however,
I would argue that the interpretation is much more straightforward if you use the binary
logarithm calculate it. This is the case because it is then directly linked to the average
number of binary questions one needs to ask to infer in which state X is as well as it is
then directly linked to the maximum compressibility of your dataset. A perfect lossless
compression is thereby a perfect upscaling.

We agree with Dr. Loritz and his interpretation of Shannon entropy when a base-two
logarithm is employed. Otherwise, this will just affect the presentation of the results
in Fig. 3a, whereas all of our remaining results are based on normalized quantities
and the general conclusions and observations remain unaffected. We will modify the
manuscript by employing base two logarithm. Our revised text now reads: ‘We employ
base two logarithms in (1), thus leading to bits as unit of measure for entropy and for
the IT metrics we describe in the following. While other choices (relying, e.g., on the
natural logarithm) are admissible, the nature and meaning of the metrics we illustrate
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remain unaffected.’ Furthermore, we will add the interpretation suggested by Dr. Loritz
and write: ‘Moreover, one can note that Shannon entropy in (1) is directly linked to
the average number of binary questions (i.e., questions with a yes or no answer) one
needs to ask to infer the state in which X is’.

Line 244 – 246: Why? Could you explain that in your specific context.

We thank Dr. Ralf Loritz for his comment. We will further elaborate on this concept in
the revised manuscript, which now reads: ‘In summary, addressing information parti-
tioning enables us to (i) quantify and (ii) characterize the nature of the information that
two variables (sources) provide to a third one (target) as a whole, i.e., considering the
entire triplet. Doing so overcomes the limitation of depicting the system as a simple
sum of parts, as based on solely inspecting the corresponding pairwise bivariate mu-
tual information, which allows quantifying just the amount of information that pairs of
variables (i.e., the first source and the target; and the second source and the target)
share (without being able to define redundant or unique contributions, see Eq. (9)). In
the context of our work, this implies that information partitioning enables us to char-
acterize the nature of the information that permeability data collected at two support
scales provide to /share with permeability data taken at a third one.’
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Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/hess-2019-628/hess-2019-628-AC1-
supplement.pdf

Interactive comment on Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2019-
628, 2019.
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